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This paper considers Lyapunov stability of impulsive differential systems. New
sufficient conditions are derived which only require the Lyapunov function to be
nonincreasing along each subsequence of ``switching'' and to be bounded within
two ``switching.'' Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Consider the impulsive differential system
x t s f t , x t / t x , .  .  .Ç k 1 . D x s I x t s t x , k s 1, 2, . . . , .  .k k
n n n n n  .where f : R = R ª R , t : R ª R , I : R ª R , and D x t sq k q k
 q.  y.  .x t y x t . When the trajectory of system 1 meets the hypersurface
S s t , x g R = Rn , t s t x 4 .  .k q k
some ``switching'' will happen,
x tq x s x t x q D x t x s x t x q I x t x . .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  . .k k k k k k
w xLakshmikantham and Liu 2]6 consider the stability of the impulsive
differential systems in terms of two measures by extending the Lyapunov's
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method to such systems. They require the Lyapunov function of the
impulsive differential system to be nonincreasing as each ``switching''
happens. Furthermore, they require the Lyapunov function to be nonin-
creasing within two switching. We relax these two conditions in this paper.
Suppose the sequence of the switching consists of N subsequences, we¨
only require the Lyapunov function to be nonincreasing along each subse-
quence. Within two switching, we only require the Lyapunov function to be
bounded.
The paper is organized as follows. In the following section, some basic
notations and supporting results are given. Main results of this paper are
given in Section 3. Section 4 contains some remarks of the main results.
Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 5.
2. NOTATIONS AND SUPPORTING RESULTS
 .  .DEFINITION 1. The impulsive differential system 1 is h , h -stable if0
q  .for each j ) 0, t g R , there exists a positive function d s d t , j that0 0
 .   ..is continuous in t for each j such that h t , x - d implies h t, x t -0 0 0 0
 .  .  .j , t G t , where x t s x t, t , x is any solution of system 1 . The system0 0 0
 .  .  .1 is h , h -uniformly stable if the d is independent of t . The system 10 0
 .  .is h , h -asymptotically stable if it is h , h -stable and there exist positive0 0
 .  .  .constants d s d t and T s T t , j such that h t , x - d implies0 0 0 0 0 0 0
  .. w xh t, x t - j , t G t q T 1 .0
Suppose that for each x g Rn,
0 - t x - ??? - t x - ??? and lim t x s q`. .  .  .1 k k
kª`
 .Let t x s 0,0
G s t , x g R = Rn ; t x - t F t x 4 .  .  .k q ky1 k
and
`
G s G .D k
ks1
 .DEFINITION 2. V t, x belongs to class ¨ if V is continuous on each of0
 4   . .the sets G , for t x , x g S , k s 1, 2, . . . ,i k k
lim V t , y s V tq x , x .  . .k
 .   . .  .t , y ª t x , x , t , y gGk kq1
and V is locally Lipschitizian in x on each G .k
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 .For t, x g G ,k
1
qD V t , x s lim sup V t q d , x q d f t , x y V t , x . .  .  . .
q ddª0
w xFor other notations and definitions in this paper, please see 1 .
 .  .LEMMA 1. For t, x g G , if V t, x is locally Lipschitizian in x, thenk
1
qD V t , x s lim sup V t q d , x t q d y V t , x . .  .  . .
q ddª0
w xProof. See pp. 8]9 in 1 .
  ..  .LEMMA 2. V t, x t is a nonincreasing nondecreasing on
w q .  .xt x , t x iffk kq1
DqV t , x F 0 G 0 , tq x F t F t x . .  .  .  .k kq1
w xProof. See pp. 10]11 in 1 .
q .  .   ..LEMMA 3. t x F t - t F t - t F t x , V t, x t will be maxi-k 0 2 3 kq1
w xmum for t g t , t if1 2
w xG 0, t g t , t0 2qD V t , x .  w xF 0, t g t , t .1 3
Proof. Straightforward.
3. MAIN RESULTS
THEOREM 1. Suppose the following conditions hold:
 .1. Condition 1. V g ¨ and h g G, V t, x is h-positive definite on0
 .S h, r and
Ä qV t , x F f V t x , x ; ; t , x g G l S h , r j S , 2 .  .  .  .  . . .ky1 k k
y yÄ Ä  . . w x  .where t x , x g S , f g C R , R with f 0 s 0 and k s 1, 2, . . . .ky1 ky1
2. Condition 2.
V tq x , x F l V tq x , x , 3 .  .  . .  . .jq1 j j
y y  . .   . . w x  .where t x , x g S , t x , x g S , l g C R , R with l 0 s 0j j jq1 jq1 j j
and j s 1, 2, . . . , N .¨
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3. Condition 3.
V tq x , x F n V tq x , x , 4 .  .  . .  . /jqk N j jqky1.N¨ ¨
  . .   . .where t x , x g S , t x , x g S , n gjqk N jqk N jq ky1.N jq ky1.N j¨ ¨ ¨ ¨y yw x 5 5C R , R , n F 1, and j s 1, 2, . . . , N , k s 1, 2, . . . .j ¨
 .  .4. Condition 4. There exists r g 0, r , such that h t, x - r , t F0 0
 .t x implies thatk
h tq x , x q I x - r . .  . .k k
Then
 .1. If, in addition, h g G , h is finer than h and V t, x is h -weakly0 0 0 0
 .  .decrescent, then system 1 is h , h -stable.0
 .2. If, in addition, h g G , h is uniformly finer than h and V t, x is0 0 0
 .  .h -decrescent, then the system 1 is h , h -uniformly stable.0 0
Proof. It is only required to prove 1 as the proof of 2 is similar. Since
 .V t, x is h -weakly decrescent, there exists a constant d ) 0 and a0 0
function a g CK such that
V t , x F a t , h t , x if h t , x - d . 5 .  .  .  . .0 0 0
 .  .Since V t, x is h-positive definite on S h, r and h is finer than h,0
there exist functions b g K and c g CK and constant d ) 0 such that1
b h t , x F V t , x , t , x g S h , r 6 .  .  .  .  . .
and
h t , x F c t , h t , x provided h t , x F d . 7 .  .  .  . .0 0 1
 .Now, ;j g 0, r , by the definition of a and c , there exist d s0 2
 .  .  .  .d t , j with d g 0, d and d s d t , r with d g 0, d such that2 0 2 0 3 3 0 3 1
a t , d - b j and c t , d - r . 8 .  .  .  .0 2 0 3
y yÄ Äw x  .  .  .Since f g C R , R and f 0 s 0, there exists d j with d j g
  ..  q  . .  .0, a t , d such that when V t x , x F d j , we have0 2 ky1
V t , x F a t , d ; ; t , x g G l S h , r j S . 9 .  .  .  .  .0 2 k k
Thus,
V t , x F a t , d , tq x F t F t x . 10 .  .  .  .  .0 2 ky1 k
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Ã .ALGORITHM 1. Calculate d j
 .  .Step 1. Set k s N , d j s d j .¨ k
 .   .  .4Step 2. d j s min d j , d j .k k
Ã .  .Step 3. If k s 1, d j s d j , end; else go to Step 4.k
 .Step 4. Calculate d j .ky1
y yw x  .  .Since l g C R , R and l 0 s 0, there exists d j , such thatky1 ky1 ky1
when
qV t x , x - d j , .  . .ky1 ky1
we have
V tq x , x - d j . .  . .k k
Step 5. k s k y 1, go to Step 2.
 .By the definition of a , there exists d s d t , j such that4 4 0
Ãa t , d - d j . 11 .  .  .0 4
Let
 4d s min d , d , d 12 .2 3 4
 .  .  .Then h t , x - d implies, by Eqs. 5 and 8 ,0 0 0
b h t , x F V t , x F a t , h t , x - b j , .  .  .  . .  .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
which in turn yields
h t , x - j . .0 0
 .  .  .We will show that for any solution x t s x t, t , x of system 10 0
h t , x - d implies h t , x t - j , t G t . 13 .  .  . .0 0 0 0
 .  .If this is not true, then there exists a solution x t s x t, t , x of0 0
 .  .system 1 with h t , x - d and t* ) t such that t - t* - t , for0 0 0 0 k kq1
  ..some k, where t s t x t , satisfyingk k k
j F h t*, x t* and h t , x t - j , t F t F t . 14 .  .  . .  . 0 k
Since 0 - j F r , it follows from Condition 4 that0
h tq , xq s h tq , x q I x - r , . .  .k k k k k k
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 .  .  . Äwhere x s x t and h t , x - j by Eq. 14 . Hence we can find a tk k k k
Äsuch that t - t - t* andk
Ä Ä Äj F h t , x t - r and h t , x t - r for t g t , t . 15 .  .  . . . .0
 .  .  .1. If k F N , by Eqs. 5 , 11 , 12 ,¨
V t , x F a t , h t , x .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0
F a t , d .0
ÃF d j .
F d j . .
By Algorithm 1,
V tq x , x F d j F d j . .  .  . .k k
 .By Eq. 15 and Condition 1, we have
Ä Ä Ä Äb j F b h t , x t F V t , x t - b j . .  .  .  . .  .
 .  .  .2. If k ) N , by Eqs. 5 , 11 , and 12 ,¨
V t , x F a t , h t , x .  . .0 0 0 0 0 0
F a t , d .0
ÃF d j .
F d j . .
By Algorithm 1,
V tq x , x F d j F d j . .  .  . .kyw k r N x N kyw k r N xN x¨ ¨ ¨ ¨
By Condition 3,
V tq x , x F V t x , x F d j . .  .  . .  .k kyw k r N xN¨ ¨
 .By Condition 1 and Eq. 15 , we have
Ä Ä Ä Äb j F b h t , x t F V t , x t - b j , .  .  .  . .  . .
 .  .which is a contradiction. Thus Eq. 13 is true and the system 1 is
 .h , h -stable.0
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THEOREM 2. Suppose that Condition 1, 2, and 4 of Theorem 1 hold. In
addition, the following conditions also hold:
1. Condition 5. h g G and h is finer than h.0 0
 .2. Condition 6. V t, x is h -weakly decrescent and0
V tq x , x y V tq x , x F yl c V tq x , x , .  .  . .  .  . /kq jN kq jy1.N k , j k kq jy1.N¨ ¨ ¨
16 .
y yw x  .where l G 0, c g C R , R with c 0 s 0 and k s 1, 2, . . . , N ,k , j k k ¨
j s 1, 2, . . . ,  l s `.k , j k , j
 .  .Then the system 1 is h , h -asymptotically stable.0
Proof. The proof makes use of theorem 1 and follows similar argu-
w xments used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.2 1 .
4. SOME REMARKS
Remark 1. Some special cases of Condition 1 of theorem 1 are given
for the following:
1. The case of
DqV t , x F 0, t , x g G l S h , r . 17 .  .  .  .k
 .By Lemma 2, V t, x is nonincreasing,
V t , x F V tq x , x ; ; t , x g G l S h , r j S . .  .  .  . .ky1 k k
Thus
Äf x s x . .
2. In case of
DqV t , x G 0, t , x g G l S h , r , 18 .  .  .  .k
we have
V t x , x F f V tq x , x , 19 .  .  . .  . .k ky1
y y  . .   . . w x  .where t x , x g S , t x , x g S , f g C R , R with f 0 s 0k k ky1 ky1
and k s 1, 2, . . . .
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 .By Lemma 2, V t, x is nondecreasing,
V t , x F V t x , x ; ; t , x g G l S h , r j S . .  .  .  . .k k k
Thus,
Äf x s f x . .  .
3. In case of
tq x F t - t F t - ??? - t F t x , 20 .  .  .k 1 2 3 4 N kq1h
2 N y1h¡
w xF 0, t , t , t , x g G l S h , r .  .D 2 ky1 2 kq1 k
ks1q ~D V t , x . 2 N y1h




qmax max V t , x , max V t , x F f V t x , x , 22 4  4 .  .  .  . . . 5 ky1q  .  .D V t , x s0 t , x gSk
y yw x  .where f g C R , R with f 0 s 0, k s 1, 2, . . . .
By Lemma 3
V t , x F max V t , x ; ; t , x g G l S h , r j S . .  .  .  .k kq  .D V t , x s0
Thus,
Äf x s f x . .  .
Remark 2. Condition 3 of Theorem 1 can be relaxed to the following
condition:
V tq x , x F n V tq x , x , 23 .  .  . .  . /jqk N j jqky1.N¨ ¨
y yw x  .where n g C R , R , n 0 s 0, j s 1, 2, . . . , N . Furthermore, it alsoj j ¨
satisfies the following condition.
k  .4  .Condition 39. Each sequence d d j s 1, 2, . . . , N , calculated inj ¨
the following algorithm, is nonincreasing and convergent.
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k .ALGORITHM 2. For all d , calculate d d .j
ÃkStep 1. Set k s 1 and d s d .j
k kÃ 4Step 2. d s min d , d .j j
Ãkq1Step 3. Calculate d .j
y y kq1Ãw x  .Since n g C R , R and n 0 s 0, there exists d ) 0 such thatj j j
when
Ãkq1V t x , x F d , . .j j
we have
kV t x , x F d . . .jqN j¨
Step 4. k s k q 1, go to Step 2.
The following is the proof of Remark 2.
k .  .    ..4Proof. By Condition 39, for d j given in Eq. 9 , sequence d d jj
is nonincreasing and convergent. Suppose
k 0lim d d j s d d j . .  . .  .j j
kªq`
Only some revisions to Algorithm 1 are needed. The others are similar
to that of Theorem 1. They are omitted.
Ã .ALGORITHM 19. Calculate d j .
0 .   ..Step 1. Set k s N , d j s d d j .¨ k k
0 .   .   ..4Step 2. Let d j s min d j , d d j .k k k
Ã .  .Step 3. If k s 1, d j s d j , end; else go to Step 4.k
 .Step 4. Calculate d j .ky1
y yw x  .  .Since l g C R , R and l 0 s 0, there exists d j , such thatky1 ky1 ky1
when
V t x , x F d j , .  . .ky1 ky1
we have
V t x , x F d j . .  . .k k
Step 5. k s k y 1, go to Step 2.
w xRemark 3. Theorem 3.2.2 1 states that suppose the following condi-
tions hold:
 .  .1. V g ¨ and h g G, V t, x is h-positive definite on S h, r and0
DqV t , x F 0, t , x g G l S h , r . .  .  .
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 q  ..  .  .  .2. V t , x q I x F V t , x , t , x g S l S h, r .k k k k k
 .  .3. There exists r g 0, r , such that h t, x - r implies0
h tq , x q I x - r . . .k k
Then
 .1. if, in addition, h g G , h is finer than h and V t, x is h -weakly0 0 0 0
 .  .decrescent, then system 1 is h , h -stable.0
 .2. If, in addition, h g G , h is uniformly finer than h and V t, x is0 0 0
 .  .h -decrescent, then the system 1 is h , h -uniformly stable.0 0
w xClearly, Theorem 3.2.1 1 is a special case of Theorem 1 as the
 .condition i i s 1, 2, 3 of Theorem 3.2.1 is stronger than Condition i
 . w xi s 1, 2, 3 of Theorem 1. Similarly, Theorem 3.2.2 1 is a special case of
Theorem 2.
5. CONCLUSION
Stability of the impulsive differential systems is investigated. New suffi-
cient conditions for stability are derived. The sufficient conditions only
require the Lyapunov function to be nonincreasing along each subse-
quence of the ``switching.''
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